World Wide KO-Battle Show1) of the Supreme HeavyClass Championship Decision
2012/10/10
Any debate can be ended by KO game in certain way,which is proved here.All of disputes
has entirely been being caused false flags2) that cause disputes and wars of no settlements
at anyplace anytime in the world.The most matter that must be hated by most of us are
lie,false,fake and hiding that are caused from evil.
＊ Mathew 5:37,Let your word be "Yes,Yes,or"No,No:anything more than this comes from
the evil one.
1)Sueing

to International low court by Japan goverment

http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/area/takeshima/g_teiso.html
2)Jesse

Ventura.

http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2012/09/every-war-starts-with-a-falseflag-this-is-why-jesse-ventura-is-not-allowed-on-live-tv-2443474.html
This upside down world has been being ruled by those who has entirely been
[ ０]] ：This
telling lie or hiding truth
.<the essential orgin of causing this world upside down>
truth.<the
Once author was scientist(physics fundamental)and encountered international cooperations in many incredible fakes even in science.This was the first event.
http://www.777true.net/img009-Introduction-to-Quantum-Sceience-the-frontline.pdf
Not only hiding truth,but also suppressing on author had began at that time.Thereby,author
surveyed this world and histrical backgroud of them the liars
liars,which tuned him an accuser
his upside down world has been being
described in http://www.777true.net/.After all,this
ruled by those who has entirely been telling lie or hiding truth
truth..Their supreme
commanding head quter is called Bilderberg Group the hereditary of WEST nobiligy(UK
imperial) and ultra wealthy(Rockefeller USA)with their subordinates of each nations.Both
global and local history has been being operated by them in order to entirely conserve their
hegemony.That is,Nation and the people are those who should be exploited by them.
This could be only possible by lie,fraud,fake and violence(suppresion and war).As the
consequnce,this now world has become upside down,which is agaist the road of God.
The yesterdays WEST people were rather rich than the other world in order to avert their
hostility against the ruler near by them.However now the era has become too critical to
secure even foods and water due to economy collapse and climate becoming wild
wild.Now
they conspire stronger fakes to avert people's hostility by employing strategy deviden and

rule. The typical may be local regional disputes toward war caused by false flags.

[１]]：The
The Varidity by Rigid Scientifical Background.
Any debate could be ended Knock Out Final by logic.
logic.This is kernel theme of the report.
Now let discuss rather formal topic by easy comprehensional way.
At any time any place,
a realized fact is unique and only
(non-contradictionousness)
⑴At
place,a
only(non-contradictionousness)
(non-contradictionousness)..
As for the past history,a realized fact is unique and only,and as for future history,a
realizable fact is unique and only even though we can not see it(the more detail is in later).
It is too evident thesis that we never see double image of A and notA simuletaneously.
This is universal truth in this material world.Note non-material world is vaccume one.
This is the fundametal to enable KO battle in any debates.
＊A tail of military industry merchant in ancient China.

A street merchant was selling spear and shield with saying"this spear could break any
shield and that shield could protect for any spears".Then a passinger ask him "hit this spear
to that sheld,then what would happen ??.

A truth is provable(K.Goedel's completeness theorem
).
⑵A
theorem(1928)).
This is the supreme monument in 20th century science,of course truth is unique and only.
This is a theorem in mathematical logic on axisomatic system as mathematical formula.
This is nothing but complete causality that enalbe unique cause causes unique result
result.
This sprit could be applicable for almost matters concerned by us.

Elements
of cause

One to one mapping
from cause to result

Elements
of result

cause

result

1＋1

＝2

Force f on mass M in dynamical motion

Mα＝f yields accelation＝α.

pay＝ωI on goods with price＝P

N＝ωI/P＝supply of goods

I＝possible total payment,ω＝pay rate

PN＝ωI market balance equation

Except math scinece,most of problem belongs to incomplete causality
causality,for an example,
80％ is causalitical,however the rest 20% is uncertain(probabilitical).

Decision on Future Event Problem(the rigid scientifical basis).
⑶Decision
*This article is rather difficult for amateur,so consult with experts .
Note time progress in matter world is probabilitical due to qunatum nature of elementary
particle,which could even be seen macroscopic scale such as fluid dyanamics in weather
prediction.Prediction on man-made decision is also uncertain for outsiders
outsiders.
⒜If the problem is incomplete causalitical
causalitical,the future prediction is not unique.This is to be
probabilitical
probabilitical.It is this that may be pragmatical.Below complete proof belongs students.

Probabilitical feature of Goedel's Incompleteness theorem
theorem(see p6/10).
http://www.true.net/img009-Introduction-to-Quantum-Sceience-the-frontline.pdf
That is,information loss(thre is something unknown)causes things probabilitical(throwing
dise).This could be consensus-able also for amateure people.
Almost cases,our decision making is done with information loss
⒝Almost
loss..
This is pragmatical,because we never get complete information on the possible future
events.Then we could assign probabilty for each possible event such as dise throwing.
Note that such probability could become unique value in virtual infinitive tria
trial.3).
http://www.true.net/img009-Introduction-to-Quantum-Sceience-the-frontline.pdf
This is the rigid foundation of statistical theory as a genuine science.
.3)APPENDIX-2:God never throw dice ?! (Albert.Einstein).
http://www.777true.net/The-Fatality-of-Predestination-Theology.pdf
Information Mesure (C.E.Shanon).
⒞Information
If the possible event probability is {p1.p2.p3,..........,pN} of N faces of singular dise,
Shanon defined information mesure as following formulation.
"ln(x)" is called log natural function which output a value with regard to input＝x.
W＝k{ln(1/p1)+ln(1/p2)+ln(1/p3)+..........+ln(1/pN)}
maximum value of Ｗ.
If p1＝p2＝p3＝.........＝pN＝1/Ｎ. W＝kNln(N)＝maximum
This is the case for which we have no information, then the possibility becomes equal.
minimum value of Ｗ.
If pk＝1,p2＝p3＝.........＝pN＝0. W＝0＝minimum
That is,if event "k" is certain,we have nothing infromation(complete causalitical event).
Note this mesure is something upside down in our common sense,but right..
＊our debate is two event value of Yes or No,that is pY＋pN＝1.
and also we never be in state we have nothing information on the event being disputed.
that is pY≠pN≠1/2. Either pY＞pN,or pY＜pN is certain.
Thereby,one is sure to win and the other is to be defeated(KO battle).

[２]]：Arctic
Arctic Methane Emergency YES or NO
(the draft on No1 example excecise).
NO(the
Yes Group Claiming the outline.
❶Yes
Global warming by manmade CO2 emission is not slow progression,but could be abrupt
and irreversible.Then,the most danger is Arctic Methane Catastrophe
Catastrophe.It is almost giantic
bomb causing fireball earth(the doomsday).Now the slow match is to be fired within 2015±2
years by ice cover diminishing in Arctic ocean(albedo feedback causing rapid ocean
warming).The counter measure is emergent and outrageous,but decisive.!!
http://www.ameg.me/
http://www.777true.net/From-the-Point-of-No-Return-to-the-Final-Catastrophe-Point.pdf
Their claming is against established global capitalism regime with huge oil consumption,
so it is evident that they do not seek egoistic benefit.

No Group Claiming the outline.
❷No
Simply and frankly to tell,they could not be against the scientific debate,but have been
substantially and entirely neglecting and silence by global massive ignorant ,irresponsibility
and stupidty. It is deadly evident that PY＞＞＞PN.
⑴Conspiracy had succeeded to making political resonance group of global massive
ignorant ,irresponsible and stupid in COP debating for these 20 years long.
⑵Nation leaders has been shouting it first to grow economy even still now !
At now none could hide the fatal fact that climate has been becoming wilder and wilder.
⑶Now commonly they are afraid on being accused for indulgence on disclosing fatality of
climate collapse to public in earlier times.Revolution is more terrible than defeating war.
⑷Thereby,climate accuser now is suppresing their claiming by rulers now.
⑸Regional disputes at now in Asia are feints to hide their deadly responsibility.

[３]]：Other
Other Serious Tasks that should be KO Battles.
It is impossible to list up and describe details of all the problem in the world at here.So now
author strongly reccomand the problem [２]] only.
Conclusionary to tell,other tasks are certainly serious for may people who must secure today
and tommorow life. However if people would adhere those local problems,global salvation
would become very difficult as time goes on, as was mentioned in [２]].
Especially at now war and economy are decisive and dominant concern for most of the
people,which has been eintirely agitated by the collapt mass media.This has an aspect of
feint to avert people's concern and would decisivley lead to our extinction [２]].
Following problems and [２]] must be simuletaneously settled by emergent global wisdom.
It could be nothing but global revolution in economy regime with countermeasure on [２]].
⑴All wars begin with false flag(Jesse Ventura).
The disputes in Middle East is caused from the WEST(France,UK,USA)conspiracy.
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-PalestinianRefugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf
⑵Some regional disputes in todays world are in supicious on feint to hide Global Fatal
Problems of the highest priority for the mankind such as global foods crisis due to climate
the Arctic Methane Collapse and global financial crisis causing global
becoming wilder ,the
recession with growing poverty. These problems deeply connect with collapt mass medias
averting people concern for essential fatal problem to nationalims the narrow minded.
A typical may be simuletaneous multi-regional-disputes in Far East Sea. Austerity disputes
in EU may be no relief.After all,all the world could not become nothing but equally poor.
⑶Global financial crisis is growing wealth gap between poor and rich.
And global climate collapse would grow food securing gap between poor and rich.
Then both would grow gap between who could live and who could not live.Thus the
essential problem may be which do you opt co-live or not co-live ?.The latter is called
operation EndGame.
⑷Righteous liberation struggles against Imperialism suppression in the world.
Ideology:
⑸Ideology:
⒜http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
reconsideration on communism vs capitalism.
⒝reconsideration
It may be universal to employ strong management while emergent condition be
be.
Those who claim "liberty＞＞ death"

must be show its proof by themselves.

However above is also to indicate survival struggle the very ugly(operation EndGame).

[４]]：How
How to make KO Battle Ring with Game Rules(the draft).
the outline.
❶the
⑴Referee(juryman) must judge it false or true(digital decision).
Juryman could be both few experts and many observers(amateures).
They(volunteers)must be approved by both players.
They could have voting right to judge.
⑵Both players present previously formalized paper(CD rom) to juryman(time for learn and
survey) and exchange those between players.And they proove own claim by conclusion
from validities in the battle ring(slide show with naration).Show must be open to the world.
⑶Game begin with exmaminations on each validities by debate(inquiring and answering)
by opposer and defender. If they found a false in those,then winner is decided(game end).
⑷As for insufficiency of validities,reforming time should be prepared(reGame).
The Game must be complete KO battle !!.As for those,game producer must accept
claims for the validities and produce reGAME. Game time is limitless !!,but finite.
the fundamental postulate on Game Rules.
❷the
⑴Our final aim is to prove unique and only truth towrd the world,but not present multilateral opinions in order to cause the world confusional not to make unique decision.
⑵Thereby,the game must be authorized to be unique,but opened toward the world.
open,equality,justice,international,low cost,easy accessing,compehensible by anyone.
Guarding the Organization(Game Producer)
Global Democracy for a Fact.
⑶Guarding
Producer)＝Global
According to many experience,the ruler of this world has been worring on emerging
truth unfavorable for them.As for this task,they has been entirely endeavouring in survey and
suppress truth unfavorable by employing their agents in various organizations in the world.
The established academism .the established journalism and Judical and police & military
organization in eah nations are typical.
Monetary and Personal(Technical) Foundation.
⑷Monetary
⒜hum........author could do nothing ,but he wish your cooperation.
⒝Author could present you all the scientifical facts showed in the site.
Some of those3) has been hiding by the established academism international.
http://www.777true.net/

As is seen in above,author could not describe whole details,however the fundamental idea
could be indicated. Let's reexamine those please !.

3)The

list of outer sciences(but decisive) from established academism

-the Counter Measure on Arcitc Methane Collapse the Highest Priority at now World
World-***** http://www.ameg.me/
http://www.777true.net/From-the-Point-of-No-Return-to-the-Final-Catastrophe-Point.pdf

-Prophecy and Religion the Scientifical Varidities⑴http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
⑵http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
-Free Energy⑶http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf
⑷http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf
⑸http://www.777true.net/BWG-2.pdf
⑹http://www.777true.net/Solar-Heater-the-principle-and-the-design.pdf
⑺http://www.777true.net/the-extra-corrected-version.pdf
⑻http://www.777true.net/heat-insulator-by-doble-Al-shiled.pdf
-How to Turn and Survive against the Global Climate Collapse⑼http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
-Earthquake Prediction⑽http://www.777true.net/Earthquake-Prediction-by-Phenomena-of-Seismic-Electromagnetism1_2.pdf
⑾http://www.777true.net/Earthquake-forcasting1.pdf
-Econmy Network Dynamics⑿http://www.777true.net/img009-Introduction-to-Quantum-Sceience-the-frontline.pdf
⒀http://www.777true.net/Zero-Sum-Theorem.pdf
⒁http://www.777true.net/THE-ECONOMY-NEVER-WILL-RECOVER-AGAIN.pdf
⒂http://www.777true.net/END1.pdf
⒃http://www.777true.net/National_Family_Economy_System.pdf
-Politics⒄http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

